WHEN YOU NEED SHORT TERM RESULTS FAST
GANTT SCHEDULER MAKES IT SIMPLE.

Pivot table reporting

Full visual control

Immediate results

Use dynamic tables to interpret
your mine data in a variety of
ways without ever having to
enter a formula. In just a few
clicks you’re able to summarise
and analyse your schedule.

Report by pit, equipment, strip
or however you see fit. Gantt
Scheduler allows you to control
your reports and visualisation
by both colour and content.

Combining gantt charts, pivot
tables and an intuitive interface, you will be amazed at
how quickly you get up and
running. Produce schedules in
as little as one to two hours!

A SCHEDULING TOOL THAT IS EASY TO USE WITH ALL THE
FUNCTIONALITY REQUIRED TO SCHEDULE A MINE QUICKLY
 Create a reportable, accurate short term mine schedule in a
matter of hours

 Designed to be simple and require minimal training

 Combine Gantt charts, pivot tables and an intuitive interface so
that you get your results faster than ever

 Set dependencies to represent relationships between tasks
 Suits short term scheduling (<4 months)

 Highly customisable, highly skilled support from a dedicated
 team of mining and software engineers

 Seamless integration with Microsoft Excel allows for multi-disciplinary collaboration between project stakeholders

GENERATE SCHEDULES
FASTER THAN EVER

FEATURE LIST
 Gantt Scheduler’s project charts have built-in automation. As
you set the duration of tasks, bars grow and shrink automatically to accommodate the new date range.

 With dependencies, make one task start when another ends.
Change the end date of the first task and the start date of the
second changes automatically.

 Assign resources to any task, just like Microsoft Project, and
easily adjust your view to see them applied.

 Write actionable short term schedules in a matter of hours
with minimal training and support required.

 Robust, responsive and friendly customer support to provide
scheduling with confidence.

 Gantt Scheduler allows you to control your reports and visualisation by both colour and content.

 Import/export schedules to Excel for fine-grain manipulation
and compatibility with existing systems.

 Control your print options without covering up your visual. As
you change print options Gantt Scheduler provides a real-time
preview so you get exactly what you need.

Contact us for a demonstration
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